The results of the expression array studies correlate and enhance the known genetic basis of gastric and colorectal cancer.
Gastric and colorectal cancers belong to the most frequent cancer types in the world today. This fact emphasizes the importance of identification of useful diagnostic and prognostic markers, in the earliest stage of the disease. The examination of gene expression profile in gastric and colorectal cancer may develop the bases of early diagnosis and of individual therapeutic strategies. In the microarray examinations done so far for these types of cancers, the expression of hundreds and thousands of genes were studied, however, both the sample collection and the results showed wide variations. The diversity of expression array methods and data analysis makes the comparison of microarray results difficult. Beside the exposition of the practical aspects of the chip technology, our aims are the systematization of data that are currently available in the international scientific literature and the description of the results in a comprehensive way. Microarray results show that the gene expression pattern, detected in gastric and colon cancers, highly depends on the histological type and heterogeneity of the sample, array type, and softwares, used for data analysis. Recent experiments point out not just the changes of the alterations of tumor suppression, apoptosis, cell-cycle regulation, and signal transduction, but tumor cell metabolism and cell-microenvironment interactions also. Results show connection to and make more complete the already known molecular background of gastric and colorectal cancers. Based on the accumulation of recent and further data, such kind of multifunctional diagnostic microarrays that can be suited for completing the conventional histological diagnostics and subtypization will certainly become available in the near future.